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CHANDELIER SMALL
David Chipperfield, 2004
This spectacular lamp designed by David Chipperfield is inspired by
those at the court of King Arthur. Available in two colors, in a single
or double version with two concentric circles, it is a classy elegant
lighting  solution  for  any  setting,  even  the  most  modern  and
minimal.New gold finishing, absence of tiges, 5 m length cables.

Suspension lamp with indirect and dimmable light. Painted metal frame. Sandblasted borosilicate glass diffusers. Steel
suspension cable. Transparent power cable. Painted metal ceiling rose. Bulb not included.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
high-quality metal, glass

COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
gold, white

GROUP TENSION
Bulb

ENERGY CLASS
A → G

LIGHT SOURCE
14x max 40W E14

SKU
F549180260OBNE

MADE IN
IT

ALIMENTATION CABLE
Transparent

DIMMER
Dimmable

CERTIFICATIONS
   

COLOR

SPEC SHEET
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CHANDELIER SMALL
David Chipperfield, 2004
This spectacular lamp designed by David Chipperfield is inspired by
those at the court of King Arthur. Available in two colors, in a single
or double version with two concentric circles, it is a classy elegant
lighting  solution  for  any  setting,  even  the  most  modern  and
minimal.New gold finishing, absence of tiges, 5 m length cables.

Suspension lamp with indirect and dimmable light. Painted metal frame. Sandblasted borosilicate glass diffusers. Steel
suspension cable. Transparent power cable. Painted metal ceiling rose. Bulb not included.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
painted metal, glass

COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
black, white

GROUP TENSION
Bulb

ENERGY CLASS
A → G

LIGHT SOURCE
14x max 40W E14

SKU
F549180250NBNE

MADE IN
IT

ALIMENTATION CABLE
Transparent

DIMMER
Dimmable

CERTIFICATIONS
   

COLOR

SPEC SHEET
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CHANDELIER MEDIUM
David Chipperfield, 2004
This spectacular lamp designed by David Chipperfield is inspired by
those at the court of King Arthur. Available in two colors, in a single
or double version with two concentric circles, it is a classy elegant
lighting  solution  for  any  setting,  even  the  most  modern  and
minimal.New gold finishing, absence of tiges, 5 m length cables.

Suspension lamp with indirect and dimmable light. Painted metal frame. Sandblasted borosilicate glass diffusers. Steel
suspension cable. Transparent power cable. Painted metal ceiling rose. Bulb not included.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
high-quality metal, glass

COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
gold, white

GROUP TENSION
Bulb

ENERGY CLASS
A → G

LIGHT SOURCE
19x max 40W E14

SKU
F549185260OBNE

MADE IN
IT

ALIMENTATION CABLE
Transparent

DIMMER
Dimmable

CERTIFICATIONS
   

COLOR

SPEC SHEET
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CHANDELIER MEDIUM
David Chipperfield, 2004
This spectacular lamp designed by David Chipperfield is inspired by
those at the court of King Arthur. Available in two colors, in a single
or double version with two concentric circles, it is a classy elegant
lighting  solution  for  any  setting,  even  the  most  modern  and
minimal.New gold finishing, absence of tiges, 5 m length cables.

Suspension lamp with indirect and dimmable light. Painted metal frame. Sandblasted borosilicate glass diffusers. Steel
suspension cable. Transparent power cable. Painted metal ceiling rose. Bulb not included.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
painted metal, glass

COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
black, white

GROUP TENSION
Bulb

ENERGY CLASS
A → G

LIGHT SOURCE
19x max 40W E14

SKU
F549185250NBNE

MADE IN
IT

ALIMENTATION CABLE
Transparent

DIMMER
Dimmable

CERTIFICATIONS
   

COLOR

SPEC SHEET
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CHANDELIER LARGE
David Chipperfield, 2004
This spectacular lamp designed by David Chipperfield is inspired by
those at the court of King Arthur. Available in two colors, in a single
or double version with two concentric circles, it is a classy elegant
lighting  solution  for  any  setting,  even  the  most  modern  and
minimal.New gold finishing, absence of tiges, 5 m length cables.

Suspension lamp with indirect light and dimmable double switch-on. Dual switching supplied to illuminate the two rings
separately. Painted metal frame. Sandblasted borosilicate glass diffusers. Steel suspension cable. Transparent power cable.
Painted metal ceiling rose. Bulb not included.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
high-quality metal, glass

COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
gold, white

GROUP TENSION
Bulb

ENERGY CLASS
A → G

LIGHT SOURCE
14x max 40W E14 + HA 19x40W E14

SKU
F549190260OBNE

MADE IN
IT

ALIMENTATION CABLE
Transparent

DIMMER
Dimmable

CERTIFICATIONS
   

COLOR

SPEC SHEET
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CHANDELIER XXL
David Chipperfield, 2004
This spectacular lamp designed by David Chipperfield is inspired by
those at the court of King Arthur. Available in two colors, in a single
or double version with two concentric circles, it is a classy elegant
lighting  solution  for  any  setting,  even  the  most  modern  and
minimal.New gold finishing, absence of tiges, 5 m length cables.

Suspension lamp with indirect light and dimmable double switch-on. Dual switching supplied to illuminate the two rings
separately. Painted metal frame. Sandblasted borosilicate glass diffusers. Steel suspension cable. Transparent power cable.
Painted metal ceiling rose. Bulb not included.

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
high-quality metal, glass

COLOR DESCRIPTION SKU
gold, white

GROUP TENSION
Bulb

ENERGY CLASS
A++ >> E

LIGHT SOURCE
LED  14x4W  E14  (2700K,  6580Lm)  +  LED
19x4W E14 (2700K, 8930Lm) or HA 14x40W
E14  (2700K,  6580Lm)  +  HA  19x40W  E14
(2700K, 8930Lm)

SKU
F549195260OBNE

MADE IN
IT

ALIMENTATION CABLE
Transparent

DIMMER
Dimmable

CERTIFICATIONS
   

COLOR

SPEC SHEET
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